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. Irrational Investors:
. assumes that securities market arbitrage is imperfect, and thus that prices
can be too high or too low
. Rational managers are assumed to perceive
mispricings, and to make decisions in response to mispricing
. decisions may maximize the short-run value of the firm but also has
implications for long-run pricing

. Irrational Managers:
. managers have behavioral biases, but retains the rationality of investors
. biases of optimism and overconfidence

. Two approaches have very different normative implications
. If irrationality is on investor: efficiency requires
insulating managers from short-term share price pressures
. If irrationality is on manager: efficiency requires
reducing discretion and obligating managers to respond to market price signals
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2. managers must be smart: should distinguish market prices and
fundamental value

. Vast literature on market inefficiency to back (1):
. January effect; the effect of trading hours on price volatility; postearningsannouncement drift; momentum; delayed reaction to news announcements
. mispricings can and do occur

. Why assume (2):
. corporate managers have superior information about their own firm
. corporate managers also have fewer constraints than equally “smart”
money
. managers might just follow intuitive rules of thumb that allow them to
identify mispricing even without a real information advantage
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2. Maximize the current share price of the firm’s securities: Catering
δ(.)

3. Exploit the current mis-pricing for the benefit of existing, long-run investors:
Market Timing
eδ(.)
max λ[f(K, .) − K + eδ(.)] + (1 − λ)δ(.)
K,e

where λ is manager’s horizon
. λ = 1: managers cares about long run
. λ = 0: managers cares about short run
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. Evidence:
. MTB is found to be inversely related to future stock returns
. extreme values of MTB are connected to extreme investor expectations

. Problem:
. mispricing may be correlated with an array of firm characteristics
. mispricing may represent a profitable trading rule.

. Ex post misvaluation: use the information in future returns
. if stock prices routinely decline after a corporate event, one might infer that
they were inflated at the time of the event
. Problem:
. joint hypothesis problem
. statistical issues: clustering, short sample
. interpretation

. Cross-Sectional: managerial horizons varies across firms in a measurable way
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. Real investment: Mispricing influences real investment in two ways
. investment may itself be subject to mispricing, δK > 0. Evidence:
. Bubbles & Crashes: short-term investor sentiment a major or dominant
determinant of investment
. Initially studies asked if investment is sensitive to stock prices over and above
cash flow/profitability → No consensus
. Recent studies: proxy for the mispricing component of stock prices and examine
whether it affects investment → All: Positive evidence

. Overall, investment seems to respond to mispricing, but:
. magnitude uncertain
. efficiency implications unclear
. possible that managers are overoptimistic rather than strategic
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. Evidence:
. market-level mispricing proxies and merger volume are positively correlated,
and cquirers tend to be more overpriced than targets
. short-term catering effect: FDI outflows increase with the current aggregate
market-to-book ratio of the acquirer’s stock market and decrease with
subsequent returns on that market
. possible that managers are overoptimistic rather than strategic

. Why do managers prefer a stock-for-stock merger to an equity issue if the
market timing gains are similar:
. merger more effectively hides the underlying market timing motive from
investors
. price impact of a stock-financed merger can be much smaller than the price
impact of an SEO
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. Equity Issues: overvaluation is a motive for equity issuance in two ways
. Descriptive: survey of CFOs - stock prices are viewed as more important
than nine out of ten factors considered in the decision to issue common
equity
. Empirically, equity market timing: equity issuance is positively associated
with plausible ex ante indicators of overvaluation
. most important determinant of IPO is MTB of seasoned firms in the same
industry
. IPO volume in the biotech sector is highly correlated with biotech stock indexes
. strong relationship between stock prices and seasoned equity issuance

. More specific evidence:
. new issues earn low subsequent returns: under-performance of IPO’s
. performance of SEO issued via rights offers (old shareholders) is higher than vs
via firm commitment offers (new shareholders)
. but possible that IPOs and SEOs deliver low returns because they are less risky
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. Empirically, equity market timing: managers tend to issue equity before low
returns, on average, and repurchase before higher returns
. positive AR for firms that conduct repurchases
. average repurchaser earned 12% more than firms of similar size and MTB

. Debt Issues: debt market timing, raising debt when its cost is unusually low
. Descriptive: survey of CFOs/firms - interest rates are the most cited factor
in debt policy decisions
. Empirically:
. choice between debt and equity does appear to be swayed by the level of
interest rates
. aggregate share of long-term debt issues, negatively related to the term spread
. debt issues are followed by low equity returns
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. Capital Structure: If market timing determines incremental financing decisions,
then it may help to explain the cross-section of capital structure
. Empirically:
. negative relationship between “external finance weighted-average” of a firm’s
past MTB and leverage
. tendency to fund a financing deficit with equity decreases with proxies for the
cost of equity capital
. deviation from target proxies have little explanatory power, while MTB and past
stock returns are very important

. Cross-Border Issues: relative mispricings across international securities
markets are possible
. Descriptive: 44% CFOs/firms - foreign interest rates were an important
consideration for raising debt aboroad
. Empirically, international market timing:
. foreign firms tend to issue more debt in the US and the UK when rates there are
low relative to domestic rates
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. Dividends: investors may view cash dividends per se as a salient characteristic,
and in turn raises the possibility of a catering motive for paying them
. Empirically: Catering theory
. firms initiate dividends when existing payers are relatively overpriced
. Trends: Appearance, disappearing and reappearance of dividends
. investors prefer dividends based on self-control problems, prospect theory,
mental accounting, and regret aversion
. but only binary, nothing about levels of dividend

. Firm names: simplest and most colorful examples of catering
. Descriptive: Episodes of bubbles - “tronics boom’, all electronic
. Empirically:
. firms changed to “dotcom” name during internet boom and earn 74% AR;
internet crash remove “dotcom” and earn 70% AR
. mutual fund name changes do not predict fund performance, yet inflows
increase dramatically
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. behavior that departs from rational expectations and expected utility
maximization of the manager
1. limited corporate governance

. Vast literature on market inefficiency to back (1):
. Boards have own biases are often passive
. standard incentive contracts have little effect: manager can still think she’s
maximizing value
. managers have discretion in business law

. Empirical support:
. optimism can be modeled as an overestimate of a mean and
overconfidence as an underestimate of a variance
. overconfidence leads naturally to more risk-taking
. responsibility of future success can lead to biases
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1. Maximize perceived fundamental value with optimism parameter γ:
(1 + γ)f (K , .) − K

2. Minimize the perceived cost of capital
eγf (K , .)

max (1 + γ)f(K, .) − K − eγf(K, .)
K,e

I Differentiating wrt K : Investment Policy

fK (K , .) =

1
1 + (1 − e)γ

I Differentiating wrt e: Financial Policy

(1 + γ)fe (K , .) = γ (f (K , .) + efe (K , .))
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I Irrational Investors:
max λ[f(K, .) − K + eδ(.)] + (1 − λ)δ(.)
K,e


fK (K , .) = 1 −

e+

1−λ
λ


−fe (K , .) = δ(.) +

e+



1−λ
λ

δK (.)

δe (.)

I Irrational Mangers::
max (1 + γ)f(K, .) − K − eγf(K, .)
K,e

fK (K , .) =

1
1 + (1 − e)γ

(1 + γ)fe (K , .) = γ (f (K , .) + efe (K , .))
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. Empirical Challenges: measuring misvaluation

. Without an empirical measure, difficult to distinguish from traditional
agency theory
. Empire-building: same objective, not irrational, γ is preference for private
benefits
max (1 + γ)f (K , .) − K − c(e)
K ,e

. need to sepearate γ sue to overconfidence and γ due to agency or AI
problems
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. manager biases (overconfidence and overoptimism) affect business investment

. Real investment:
. entrepreneurial startups: generally made under a halo of overconfidence
and optimism
. French CEOs: at startup, 56% expect “development” in the near future, and 6%
expect “difficulties”
. After 3 years: only 38% expect further “development” while 17% anticipate
“difficulty”
. only half of all startups survive more than three years

. Mature firms:
. comparison forecast and actual construction costs: strong optimism bias in
costs; actual costs typically more than double the initial estimates
. nice manager proxy for optimism (MPO): the propensity for a manager to
voluntarily hold in-the-money stock options in his own firm
. sensitivity of investment to cash flow is higher for the more optimistic CEOs;
especially in equity-dependent firms
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. M&A:
. “hubris” theory of acquisitions
. Winners curse: successful acquirers may be optimistic and overconfident in
their own valuation
. lack of evidence of fundamental value creation supports this view
. use MPO: optimistic CEOs complete more mergers; especially in least equity
dependent firms
. investors are more skeptical about bid announcements when they are made by
optimistic CEOs
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. Evidence on O&O affecting financing is not extensive

. Capital Structure: Optimism predicts a pecking order financing policy
. evidence of pecking-order policies (discussed earlier) can be fairly
consistent also with overoptimism
. 2/3 of CFOs state their stock is undervalued while only 3% state it is
overvalued
. need to check whether behavior is more prevalent in firms run by optimists:
distinguish optimism from other explanations of pecking order behavior
. firms run by optimists display a higher sensitivity of investment to internal cash
flow

. Financial contracting: contracting between rational investors and optimistic
entrepreneurs
. optimal contract transfers control when changes are necessary: optimists
are inefficient
. optimal contract “pays the entrepreneur with dreams”
. French firms: use of short-term debt is positively related to an ex post measure
of optimistic expectations
. use of short-term debt is positively related to psychological expectations (mental
depression)
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. Reference-point preferences: people’s value changes in economic states:
gains and losses relative to a reference point
. IPO underpricing
. issuing managers mentally account for two quantities in judging IPO
success: some evidence
. the (perceived) gain from the gap between the first day closing price and a
natural reference point (midpoint of price range)
. the (real) loss from the dilutive effect of the underpricing

. “throw good money after bad”
. early stage firms appear highly reluctant to abandon their only project even
when prospects seem bad
. positive AR for termination of historically bad projects

